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The story so far:
•
•
•
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•

16.11.2015 Urban Governance is specific to each city and determines its development
9.11.2015 Seeing cities as complex systems helps to understand and predict urban growth
2.11.2015 Citizen Design Science closes the gap between science and city
26.10.2015 Metrics of Smart Cities are basic instruments of urban research
12.10.2015 Stocks and Flows are fundamental concepts for understanding urban dynamics
5.10.2015 Methods and Tools for Urban Design can support the creative design process
28.9.2015 From smart houses to smart cities – emerging criteria for smart cities as urban
systems
21.9.2015 Cities are complex systems. Ideally, they are sustainable, resilient, livable,
smart, and finally responsive – from production machines to human habitat
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Urban Governance
„The exercise of poliMcal, economic and administraMve authority in the
management of a country’s aﬀairs at all levels. Governance comprises the
complex mechanisms, processes, and insMtuMons through which ciMzens and
groups arMculate their interests, mediate their diﬀerences, and exercise their
legal rights and obligaMons.
Good governance is among other things parMcipatory, transparent and
accountable. It is also eﬀecMve and equitable and it promotes the rule of law.
Good governance assures that poliMcal, social and economic prioriMes are based
on broad consensus in society and that the voices of the poorest and the most
vulnerable are heard in decision-making over the allocaMon of development
resources.”

Urban Governance
“Governance includes the state, but transcends it by taking in the private sector
and civil society. The state creates a conducive poliMcal and legal environment.
The private sector generates jobs and income. The civil society facilitates
poliMcal and social interacMon mobilizing groups to parMcipate in economic,
social and poliMcal acMviMes. Because each has its weaknesses and strengths, a
major objecMve of our support for good governance is to promote construcMve
interacMon among all three.”

Urban Governance
“Good governance occurs when societal norms and pracMces empower and
encourage people to take increasingly greater control over their own
development in a manner that does not impinge upon the accepted rights of
others”
UNDP Internet Conference Forum on
"Public Private Interface in Urban Environmental Management"

Urban Governance
“"Governance" is the art of public leadership. There are three disMnct dimensions of governance:
•
the form of poliMcal regime;
•
the process by which authority is exercised in the management of a country’s economic and social
resources; and
•
the capacity of governments to design, formulate, and implement policies and discharge funcMons.
The criteria that consMtute good governance have been drawn from these three dimensions, and include:
•
legiMmacy of government (degree of "democraMzaMon"),
•
accountability of poliMcal and oﬃcial elements of government (media freedom, transparency of decisionmaking, accountability mechanisms),
•
competence of governments to formulate policies and deliver services,
•
respect for human rights and rule of law (individual and group rights and security, framework for economic
and social acMvity, parMcipaMon).”
Novar;s Founda;on for Sustainable Development
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Bridging Digital & Physical
for the Future of Cities

Dr. Mishka (Malgorzata) Bugajska,

16.11.2015
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Mega trends Map – Source: Swisscom 2014

Kids born today are
«mobile» native
We «can be» anywhere we
want anytime
Cities are part of
interconnected matrix in
space&time – digital and
sensual
Technology (of touch,
sensing, seeing &
compute) changes the way
we behave & interact
with the city space
Cities today are a
mixture of «ego-driven
architecture, profit
oriented pursuits and
long term master plans»

bridging physical and digital – for the future of cities

distance is dead … … … long live location

using and hacking private & public spaces

…businesses which adapt and learn, leveraging
physical & digital ecosystems & leading edge tech.
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Classification adapted form: «Lokalisiert und identifiziert» L. Hilty, B. Oertel, M. Wölk, K. Pärli, VDF 2012, examples by press. Author. See notes for credits

using and hacking private & public spaces

using and hacking private & public spaces

guerilla interventions of short-term change

…businesses which adapt and learn, leveraging
physical & digital ecosystems & leading edge tech.

…businesses which adapt and learn, leveraging
physical & digital ecosystems & leading edge tech.

⁞

5G - Service view: 2G/3G/4G/wifi
for greater coverage /reliability

⁞

Forecast tech: Nano-tech, Biotech, AI, Tactile internet
Non-forecast Tech:
- Multiple clouds
- Auto-immune security systems
(chip , floors, buildings) - IoT
-> Clouds of Things
- Nets without infrastructures

⁞

From physical to digital – a retrospection
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"As sensor technology becomes more
and more accessible, it will be the
designer's job to curate how this
information is fed into our lives"
Yves Behar, Founder, Fuseproject

Thank you.

Dr. Mishka (Malgorzata) Bugajska,
bugajska@gmail.com

16.11.2015
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Future Cities - Smart Cities - Responsive Cities

HS 2015 - Exercise 3:
Complexity in Urban Systems: Energy and Mobility
FROM ANALYSIS TO DESIGN FOR LIVEABILITY

Part 1: Re-visit the iBook “Information Cities”. Again, choose one city, and this time,
focus on one stock & flow. If you use the case from exercise 2, refine it. If you choose to
examine a new city and/or stock & flow, go through the same steps to identify one area to
be improved and state which stock & flow it is associated with.
Part 2: For the stock & flow that you choose to focus on, make a sketch to show all other
interdependent urban stocks & flows. Highlight your insights in writing or drawing.
Part 3: Based on your suggested improvement identified in Part 1, and the interdependent

In the second exercise, you have listed features
which decrease livability in the city, along with
preliminary recommendations for improvement.
Yet solving one urban problem often creates
others. Therefore, the challenge is to evaluate
how your recommendations can be

stocks and flows outlined in Part 2, estimate the side eﬀects of your improvement on other
inter-dependent stocks and flows using available data sources. The objective is to
minimize the negative side eﬀects on the overall quality of the city by re-adjusting your
original recommendation in a feedback process. In case you do not have the appropriate
data, list the data sources you would need to make this process successful. Use a
combination of sketches, charts, tables and/or descriptions to express your idea.

implemented without negative side eﬀects on

A theoretical example: you increase the flow and stock of finances in a city which might

other stocks and flows. The focus of this

increase the stock and flow of private cars (increasing traﬃc jams and decreasing air

exercise is on Energy and Mobility, however

quality). You try to counter this eﬀect by increasing mixed use, attracting cleantech

you can also select the stock and flow of your

industry and increasing public transportation and walkability through attractive

focus from exercise 2, or a new stock and flow

architecture.

you would now like to explore. The conceptual

As before, include all references and sources. Send until 12:00 November 26, 2015 to

design exercise consists of three parts:

griego@arch.ethz.ch. Save your assignment as LastName_FirstName_Exercise2.ppt.
4

Conclusions
•

Urban Governance is specific to each city and determines its
development
• The quality of urban governance is decisive for the progress of the
urban system
• If neglected, consequences are severe, ranging from protests to
blocking the development to threatening Society and its foundations
• Inclusiveness in urban decision-making is of utmost importance for
urban progress à participatory design and citizen design science
are therefore crucial for the future

